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What is a rose toy?

The vibrating Rose vibrator is one of the most popular toys in the market today. Its two-dimensional

shape makes it a perfect accessory for foreplay or flirtation. If you're a man, you can give your lover a

Rose Vibrator to make her feel lustful and satisfied. The rose vibrations will make your partner squirm

and make love juice spread all over his body. Moreover, it's best to apply lubricant to the clitoris before

you use it.

The Rose Clit Sucker is a clit-sucking vibrating device that is designed to wrap around the clitoris. Like

other vibrators, this device simulates oral sex perfectly. Its patented design will also allow you to

choose the right position for your partner. This makes it the perfect gift for your partner or a friend.

There are also other models of this product that are available in the market.

How to use rose toy?

The Rose Vibrator is operated by pressing and holding the power button for 3 seconds. After you have

learned how to use rose toy, when the battery dies, the Rose will switch to its sucking mode. The Rose

Vibrator can be switched off by pressing the power button for two seconds. It can be used with water-

based lubricant or a water-based lubricant. However, you should make sure you use a water-based

lubricant when using the Rose toy.

Depending on your clitoris size, you can use the Rose Toy. Its clitoris is the main part of the device, so if

you have a large clitoris, you should select a smaller rose toy body. Likewise, you can choose the

smaller one if you have a smaller clitoris. If you have a growing clitoris, you should choose a body size

that is smaller than your citoris.

The clitoris is a sensitive area. It is important to be aware of your partner's reaction to the device.

Having a rose vibrator in your clitoris will help you feel comfortable. Aside from being a great sex toy,

the rose vibrator is also safe for other parts of the body. So, before you use the Rose Vibrator, make

sure to read the instructions carefully.

Its design makes it a discreet and effective sex toy. It can even double as home decor, and it is

rechargeable. So, if you want to be discreet, you can use the Rose Vibrator with caution. Nevertheless,

you should always be aware of the potential risks associated with it. Besides being a great way to get

your partner's attention, a rose vibrator can help you achieve your goals during sex.

Rose toy instructions

First: When you receive the rose toy, unpack the box carefully, read the instructions.



Second: Check if the rose toy has any damage if it has damage please contact theRoseRoy.store

support, we can replace a good rose toy for you.

Third: Check if the flower rose toy has power or not, if does not have power, you need to charge it

until it doesn't blink red.

Fourth: Use pure clean water to wash this rose toy. Do not use the disinfectant spray, our rose toy is

safe, do not have virus and germs.

Fifth: Get ready to experiment and make sure to use lube or spit (whatever floats your boat, just

make sure you wet down yonder).

Sixth: Choose the best way you want to die. I mean the setting that you like best.

Rose toy official website

https://therosetoy.store/
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